English at Beormund
‘Children must be taught how to think, not what to think’
Margaret Mead
Aims:
At Beormund, we aim to develop children’s literary abilities within an integrated
programme of Speaking & Listening, Reading & Writing.
Children are given opportunities to interrelate the requirements of English within a broad
and balanced, culturally rich and relevant curriculum, delivered by Quality First Teaching.
Regardless of age, ability, gender, race/ethnicity, religion and belief, sexual orientation or
socioeconomic background, children are taught the necessary English skills that they
deserve. Recent findings quoted within the new Reading Framework highlight details
from a 2021 OECD report which states that “PISA data consistently shows that
engagement in reading is strongly correlated with reading performance and is a mediator
of gender or socio-economic status” Reference DfE Early Reading document: The reading
framework - teaching the foundations of literacy (publishing.service.gov.uk)
Reading
Reading is at the heart of English. Here at Beormund children are given plenty of
opportunities to immerse themselves in reading and encourage a love of books. The
promotion of reading is seen in a variety of ways:
o Sounds Write Phonics programme: www.sounds-write.co.uk
o Book banded books
o Bug Club – and online personalized learning programme: Bug Club Family
(pearsonschoolsandfecolleges.co.uk)
o 1:1 Reading sessions during Basic Skills every morning.
o Reading for Pleasure – whole school session timetabled after lunch everyday.
o Reading Assemblies – sharing the love of books
o School Library.
o Class membership to the local library with regular visits to loan books.
o Reading books sent home and changed weekly.
o Shared whole school text each term.
o Whole school celebrations and events such as World Book Day and Poetry day.
Phonics and Spelling
Through the Sounds Write phonic programme, children are initially taught 3 essential
skills: segmenting, blending and phoneme manipulation. When proficient, children are
expected achieve the automaticity that underlies the fluency of every successful reader.
Children have a minimum of 3 structured phonic lessons per week and can be
implemented as part of a personalised Basics task.
At Beormund, children are given high frequency words or common exception words to
learn as part of their spellings task. In some cases, teachers provide children with words
related to their Topic.

Using a range of VAK methods, they have the opportunity to practice their personalised
spellings, throughout the week during Basics. Children are taught strategies that enable
them to show that they have a good understanding of each word, children are
encouraged to apply their spelling knowledge in their independent writing.
Writing
Writing at Beormund is, and will continue to be a focus.
Class focus books, relate to each terms Topic. These books are then used as stimulus for
writing. Lessons are planned so that children are exposed to a range of genres and
become ‘hooked’ on the endless writing possibilities.
Children have the opportunity to explore genres P4C, debates, visual prompts and role
play.
We understand the importance of making writing purposeful, so encourage contexts to
be first hand experiences. These experiences are often taken from and inspired by
Enrichment trips and activities.
iReadiWriteiStories is a therapeutic storywriting approach which encourages children to
explore and develop their emotional literacy.
Handwriting
At Beormund, our aim is to encourage the development and progression of each child’s
handwriting, so that they are able to form an individual style that is both fluent and
legible.
Pupils often arrive at Beormund, having been taught from various handwriting schemes.
Here, our agreed handwriting style is cursive. This ensures that there is a continuity of
handwriting style from Early Years Foundation Stage through to the end of Key Stage 2.
The National Curriculum for English (2014) places high importance on teaching
handwriting and confirms the importance of achieving automaticity. The significance of
exemplar handwriting is highlighted within all areas of the curriculum, not simply as a
stand-alone explicit task during Basics.
As a school we have adapted the PenPals Handwriting Scheme Penpals For Handwriting
| Cambridge University Press to suit the needs of our pupils. The scheme allows teachers
to combine phonics alongside letter formation.
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Links to sites used:
- Hamilton Trust https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/
- Oak Academy https://www.thenational.academy/
- BBC Bitesize https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
- Phonics Play https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
- First News https://live.firstnews.co.uk/

Assessment in English
Reading is assessed at Beormund using a range of tools. Teachers refer to the
Southwark Star Assessment Framework, formally updating against the objectives at least
three times a year. Class teams complete Running Records daily and teachers utilise the
PM Benchmark programme to ensure children are reading the correct book bands. The
Bug Club assessment package is also used to ensure children are reading at the right
level.
Blooms Taxonomy greater depth questioning matrix? IS THIS CURRENTLY IN CIRCULATION?
Children’s writing is assessed using the Southwark Star Assessment Framework. This is
considered a working-document that is used as a tool to monitor progress and close any
academic gaps.
NOTE: Phonics screening… Spelling tests…?

How you can support your child in English
You can support your child by allocating 10-15 minutes reading time at least four times
per week. The time can be spent with them reading to you, or with you reading to them.
Children have the choice to choose to read a book from our school library or books
allocated by their class teacher on Bug Club.
Each week, your child will be given a list of personalised spellings, taken from the
National Curriculum for English (2014). Using fun and engaging strategies, when
practicing these often, will help to embed your child’s understanding of common spelling
rules.
To find out more about our English curriculum, please email your questions to:
office@beormund.southwark.sch.uk

